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LABOR REQUIREMENTS OF DIFFERENT METHODS OF 
USING POLYETHYLENE IN PEAR PACKING OPERATIONS 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Oregon' a pe 17 is important to the agricultural economy 

of the state. P, Oregon's leading fresh fruit crop in terms 

of cash farm income In 195k, this figure amounted to almost $13.5 

million. (18, p.19) 

The industry is of particular importance to the agricultural 

economies of Hood Rii'er and Jackson counties. Pears contributed 

50 and 70 per cent, respectively, of the total farm incomes or thc5e 

counties in 1950. (21, p.302) The processing firms associated 

with this fruit also contribute significantly to the total indus- 

trial income of both areas. Packing houses and storage plants furnish 

seasonal employment for large numbers of workers in addition to their 

year-around employees. 

Oregon, with a production of 150,000 tons in 1955, ranks third 

among the states in the production of pears. This represented 20 

per cent of the national, pear output in 1955, (17, p87) Over 

50 per cent of the state's tota]. pear output was ude up of winter 

varieties (Anions, Boacs, Coiaioo, and Winter Nelia) in 1955. 

(15, p.2) National output of these varieties is confined almost 

exclusively to the three Pacific Coast states. Oregon, which leads 

all, states in their production, grows nearly twice as many winter 

pears as the nearest competing state. 
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Winter pears are marketed as fresh produce. They make up the

bulk of all fresh pears exported to foreign countries. In recent

years, however, trade restrictions have caused a loss of much of our

foreign market, In 1954, onj- 460 tons of fresh pears were exported,

as compared with over 45,000 tons in 1939. During the same period,

Oregon' s production of winter pears increased by 20 per cent.

(19, p.247 and 20, p.183) Theee factors have forced the industry

to rely more heavily on the domestic market to absorb its product.

Due to this situation and because of the expansion and improved

merit of merchandising and marketing method. of competing product ,

the pear industry must continually develop more efficient marketing

procedures to maintain or improve its present position in the market

place.

iastern markets are the principal outlets for Oregon' a pear

crop. The metropolitan areas of New York, Chicago, Boston, Pitts-

burgh, and Philadelphia received over 60 per cent of the car'lots

shipped to one hundred major United States cities from the Oregon

producing areas in 1954. Seventy five per cent of this state's

domestic shipments were destined for the states east of the Missi-

saippi River. (16)

The distant markets and long storage periods - October through

May - necessitate the use of expensive packing materials and

procedures to insure a quality product for the consumer. These

packing and storage costs of pears amount to more per box than the

production costs. 10, p.3)



The Oregon pear industry recognisea the problem of delivering

high quality, seasonally produced fruit to the consumer at a reason

able price. The industry is interested in developing and adopting

methods and procedurea which will improve the quality of their

product and the efficiency of their operations.

One such method, first introduced in 1953, has received in-

creasing attention in Oregon' a pear industry. This method entails

the use of a polyethylene liner as an additional packing medium,

These liners are made in the form of a bag. They are placed in the

standard wood boxes before f1tling the boxes with fruit, Use of

the 1i.ners increased threefold frost 1953 to 1954. (6, p.26)

Although complete figures are not yet available, a further increase

in the use of polyethylene was experienced during the 1955 packing

season.

In order to market pears several months after they have been

ted, it is n to arrest the ripening process of the fruit

ately after it has been picked. This is done by storing the

p. at a temperature of 3l' Farhenheit. However, all varieties

pears lose their capacity to ripen normiil ly after rather definite

periods of storage at this teniperatiu'e. The pears lose moisture

and eventually tend to shrivel, soften, and lose their fresh appear-

ance, The use of the polyethylene liner allows a rate of diffusion

of carbon dioxide and oxygen that increases storage life. The liner

permits a concentration of carbon dioxide, within the individual



box, that approaches ideal storage conditions It also allows a

humid atmospheric condition This prevents the shriveling caused

by dehydration present in unlined boxøs, The rate of metabolism

of the fruit is further depressed when the liner is used. Soluble

pectin formation, loss in weight, and softening of the fruit,

reco ized guides for the storage condition of pears, ax's retarded

when pears are packed in the polyethylene medIum. (6, pp.2-8)

For these reasons, the storage life of good quality pears can

be extended from four to six weeks by use of the liner. The retail

shelf life of ripened, liner-packed fruit is also prolonged by

several days. (6, pp.11-16)

Trade acc.pt&ce of the fruit Is evidenced by the fact that a

premium price is ccazanded by pears packed in polyethylene when

compared with like fruit packed in boxes without the liner.

Methods of handling the polyethylene liner differ among plants

for two main reasons. One reason they differ is the lack of

knowledge concerning the effects of a tight or loose seal of the

liner upon maintenance of fruit quality This problem is currently

being StUdiSd by plant physiolo4sts,

Another reason is the ilmtted experience of the industry in

the use of polyethylene liners. This has led to the adoption of

somewhat hastily improvised methods of handling the liner in the

packing houses. Little is known about the relative costs end

efficiencies of the different methods. This problem logically falls

to the economist to solve, and is the subject with which this study



deals,

Representatives of re' ps industry requested information

on the efficiency and coat of various methods of handling poly-

ethylene liners The Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station

instituted this study in an effort to obtain such information for tk

pear industry.

In line with carrying out the request made, the objectiv.e of

this study are:

1. To determine the time requirements of different methods

of handling polyethylene liners in the packing houses,

To recommend methods of handling the polyethylene liners

in the packing house

To appraise economic implications arising fr the use of

the polyethylene liners.



Use of the

increased labor C

CHAPTER ii

?4THODOLOGT

ethylene liner in

per packed box of

Lg plants eans an

Except for the liner

cost itself, the increased labor requirement is the only source of

a significant additional variable coat of using the polyethylene.

Therefore, a deterrdnation of the labor tine requirements of dif-

terent methods of handling the liner in the packing procedure was

made.

Results of a preltininary survey in the two pear producing

icta showed that the packing houses were using several van

of two general methods of handling polyethylene. Each plant

was classified under one or the other of hese two methods,

depending upon when the liner was fitted in the box in the over

all sequence of handling and packing operations. Figure I illustrates

the general layout and sequence of operations perforned in a pear

packing plant typical of the cries studied.

In Method I, the liner was shaken out and positioned in the box

for the packer. Th. fitting of the liner was done immediately after

the box left the bo,n*ksr and before the box was transferred to the

packing line by chute or overhead norail. The only required

packer handling of the liner was to adjust it as the actual packing

took place.
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Figure I. Example of a Typical Pear Packing Plant
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Method II differed from Method I in that the liner was shaken

out and placed, but not positioned, in the box for the packer. The

packer then fitted the liner in the box. If necessary she adjusted

it during packing. Shaking each liner was necessary in both methods

because the liner sides tended to adhere to each other during their

torage.

After the packing operation was completed, regardless of the

method used to fit the liner, a conveyor belt moved the packed box

toward the liddiiig end of the packing line. Rere one or more workers

closed the liner before the box was weighed, stamped, lidded, and

sent to storage. in some plants the liner was closed by exhausting

th air from the fruitfilled liner and sealing it with wire or tape.

In other plants the closing operation consisted of merely folding

the liner over the top of the fruit and weighting it down with a

pear. In these plants, the lidding operation caused portions of

the liner to protrude from the box, and it was necessary to tuck

them back in. The closing method employed by a particular plant was

entirely independent of the method uad to position the polyethylene

liner in the boxes.

The specific plant variations of the methods of handling the

liners are more fully described in Chapter III.

In choosing an area in which to carry out this study it

desirable to pick one that had a large number of packing hone

using different methods to handle the polyethylene liners On this

basis, the Medford area in Jackson County, Oregon, was selected for



the study. The area contains seventeen pear packing houses,

Only three of the packing hoees in this area used Method I of

liner . This was partly because the use of polyethylene has

increased rapidly. Hence, most plants have not had time to organize

their production lines to incorporate the additional operation

required by Method I. Method II required no additional facilities

to fit the liner. Therefore, it was natural for these plants to

solve the imsediate problem of where in the operational sequence to

fit the liner by resorting to Method II.

The three plants employing Method I and the three largest plants

using Method II were selected for the study, Variations within the

two general methods employed in these six plants were representative

of all seventeen plants in the Medfor'd district.

2. Obtaining

In order to determine the labor time requirements of different

methods of handling the polyethylene liner in the packing houses, it

was necessary to measure the time entailed in each operation where

polyethylene was used. Two methods, continuous tine studios and work

sampling studies, were available for making the time measurements.

The relative merits of the two techniques are described below.

egardless of which method is used, a job description of the

operation to be studied is made first, One of the best ways to

describe an operation is to break it down into definite and measur-

able elements. Then each one of the job elements may be timed and



described separately, This allows a more thorough analysis of the

operation than if the entire operation is treated as one element.

(1, p.342) Depending upon the operatton, one or more workers may

be required to carrr it out, 1ach worker may perfora one or more

elements of the operation.

A continuous time study provides a sequence of individual

element times for a given period of observation. The woricez s job

is first broken down into defined elements. A stop watch is used to

measure the length of time spent on each particular job element.

Tim. readings are made on a data sheet for each element 5Y517 time

it occurs during the observation period. The watch is allowed to

run continuously for the duration of the study and is read at the

breaking point of emob element This point marks the end of one

element of the operation and the beginning of another. For example,

if the operation consists of fitting polyethylene liners in wood

boxes, the elements of one worker's job in that operation may- be:

(a) pick up and shake liner, (b) fit liner in box, and (c) wait.

The sweep hand of the watch starts at zero, At the end of the first

element (pick up and shake liner) it may read .05 minutes; at the

end of the second element it may read .13 mInutes. The times re-

corded for the two elements than would be .05 and .0 minutes,

respectively. The element of wait' may or may not occur in any

given job cycle. When it dosE ur, it is treated like any other

lenient, and the tims is recorded for it in the same manner.



At the end of the observation period the total time

for each element, the proportion of time spent on each element, and

the total job cycle time may be determined.

If the operation contains several elements, it is impossible

for one observer to study more than on. worker during one continuous

time study. This is due to the physical and mechanical Jimitations

encountered by the analyst in making the observations and recording

the data.

When it is des 0 compare the efficiency of two or nore

methods of performing an operation, performance rating of the

individual worker is necessary if the conttnuous time study method

is used. Performance rating is the process by tich the observer

compares the speed or tempo of the worker being studied with the

observer' a own concept of what should be the normal speed or tempo

for that job. Later, the rating factors obtained from this procedure

are applied to the time vlues to arrive at the norma]. time for the

job. (1, p.352) It then becomes possible to compensate for

individual worker differences in comparing two or more methods of

performing an element of an operation. The efficiency of the methods

themselves may then be used as the sole criterion for comparison.

Performance rating is largely subjective and requires considerable

and experience on the part of the analyst.

The work sampling, or ratio-delay, method involves taking a

comparatively large number of instantaneous observations of several

workers simultaneously. The observations are taken in one operation
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at systematic or random intervals as determined by the nature of the

activity. When using the work sampling technique, the observer may

break the same total observation period referred to in the discus-

sion on continuous time studies into several short periods of study.

Thus, a two-hour observation period under continuous timing may be

broken into twelve studies, each of ten minutes duration, for the

work sampling method. This enables the observer, using the same

amount of time required by the continuous method, to take observa-

tions at random intervals throughout the day. By taking into account

the effects of the tinte of the day upon the ].aborers rates of work,

be can arrive at a more realistic estimate of the labor requirements

of the operation.

Just as in the continuous timing technique the operation i

t broken down into its component work elements The number of

ements in a work sampling study may be greater than those in a

continuous time study because the number of workers and Jobs observed

may be greater. Each element of the operation i. identified on a

data sheet At definite or random intervals an instantaneous

observation is taken on all. workers in the operation. The observa-

tion is then recorded on the data sheet. One observation consists

of as many marks as there are workers in the operation. The marks

are recorded in the spaces opposite the elements that were being

performed by the workers at the time the observation was made.

The example of the operation of fitting polyethylene liners in

boxes, cited in the discussion of the continuous time method,



may be used to iUuatrate the work sampling technicue. This opera-

tion may employ five workers performing the same work elements of:

(a) pick up and shake liners, (b) fit liner in box, and (C) wsit.

The observer has decided to take observations four times each minute

for the duration of a ten minute study, At approxite 15 second

Intervals, he glances at the entire operation Just long enough to

see which of the elements the five workers are performing. Upon

his first glance he may see two workers picking up and shaking liners,

one worker fitting the liner in the box, and two workers momentarily

idle. Ho then maie two marks on the data sheet opposite the

element of "pick up and shake liner", one mark opposite the element

"fit liner in box'4, and two marks opposite the elerent "wait". This

procedure is repeated four times each minute for ton minutes. The

element "wait" is again treated like any other element of the

operation.

At the end of each study, the individual marks are totaled. Then

the amount and proportion of tine spent on each element may be deter-

mined.

The theory of 'work sampling is based on the laws of probability.

This means that the time spent on the various elements of an opera-

tion in a short study 'will tend to follow the same distribution

pattern produced by a long study. (3, p.84)

Performance rating is not required in work sampling it there are

enough workers performing the me work elements.



The work sampling originally used to find proportions

of delay to be used in conventional tine study standards. The

application of the technique has since been broadened, and it is now

employed as an alternative to continuous time and production studies.

Increased use of the technique resulted from time and money

saved in collection of data, the flexibility of the method in apply-

ing it to various work situations, and lees disruption of the workers'

routines. Brieley estimates that the work sampling technique

obtains reliable data at 1/3 to 1/6 the cost of continuous tim.

observations. (3, p.9)
The characteristics of the packing house operations considered

in this study were well suited to the work sampling technique of

measuring time requirements. Several workers were used in most

operations. This situation may be handled readily by the work

sampling mthod. It also makes performance rating procedures

unnecessary. These and the other advantages of the technique

mentioned above led to the use of the work sampling method, rather

than the continuous time method, to determine the labor require-

ments of all operatoxs examined in this study.

Ap1icaion of Work Samlin to Paokin& House Qraticns

Three operations in all packing houses studied used a significant

amount of labor to handle the polyethylene liners Those operations

were studied to determine the polyethylene labor requirements of the

different methods used to handle the liner. The operations may be



classified as:

Pro-packing handling of the liner.

Packing handling of the 1er.

3. Poet-packing handling of the line

The amount of labor used to handle th. liner in the receiving and

storage operations was negligible.

In each plant, the elements of the pre.ipacking

operations were first assembled into three groups;

1 Elements attributable to the use of the polyethylene

liner,

2, Elements not chargeable to the polyethylene line

3. Non-prOductive elements, in rhih a worker was idle

due to a low supply of work or minor production

line breakdowns.

After the sub-division of the pro-packing and post-packing

operations had been made, four to eight individual work sampling

studies wore taken in each packing house for each operation. All

studies were ten minutes long.

In all but one plant the pro-packing operation was carried out

by one crew of two to five workers. The number of crews carrying

out the post-packing operation varied from one to six depending

upon the plant studied In those plants whore more than on crew

carried out an operation,, studies were mad. of each crew. This was

done to further minimize variations in time due to individual worker

differences.

15
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Two observers signed to each study of the pre-packing

and post-packing operations0 One observer made the individual worker

observations while the second observer counted the production for

the period.

The packing operation entailed somewhat longer individual tine

studios than did the preceding two operations. Physical limitations

of the study made it necessary to obtain labor requirement data that

would be applicable to the packing industry as a whole. These data

replace the packing times for each individual plant and become

ca*tants for the study. Since packer fitting of the liner took

place in only three of the six plants observed, the time required

for the packer to fit and adjust the liner in the box was determined

from data taken in those three plants.

Studies of packing without the use of the polyethylene liner

were made to obtain data that would determine the additional., time

required to pack in the po].yethylono liner. These studies were

taken in four plants, three of which were included among the plants

observed for the liner packing operation.

sight 30 minute studies were made for both types of packing

operations in each plant. The breakdown of the operations into job

elements followed the same genera]. procedure used for the pro-

packing and post-packing operations. However, for the packing

operations elements were grouped into only two categories, according

to whether they were chargeable to liner jobs or non-liner jobs.



manner as for the pre-packing and poet-packing operations. One

observer made the individual worker marks The second observer

counted the boxes packed by each worker in the study.

A detailed breakdoiin of the elements measured in the three oper-

ations studied at each plant are listed in Appendix I.

Tecbniqio5 !L!2 Time Data

Each study of the

alyzed. The proportion o

on productive polyethylene elem

elements, and in non.productive wo

nd post-packing operations was

d the actual man minutes spent

productive non-polyethylene

were calculated. A simple

average of these data was made to arrive at the man minutes of

productive polyethylene time per box for each plant. An average

weighted by the production of each study showed essentially the same

results as the simple average. However, the simple average was used

here because all studies were considered equally representative of

the particular operation.

In comparing the efficiency of the two methods productive

polyethylene time only was considered since the amount of non-

productive time was determined by circumstances and conditions not

affected by method. Therefore, this latter time had no bearing upon

the actual time requirements of the method itself.

17

attempt was e to the n -productive time of these ope

tiOfl8.

Ba for the packing operations were collected in the same



Standard delay allowances were used to estimate the non-

productive liner time included in determining the additional labor

costa of the different methods of using the polyethylene liner. The

standard delay allowance used was 20 per cent of the total liner

time. This figure appears reasonable in view of the data obtained

for this study. The delay standard is based on an allowance of 5

per cent of the total working time for the 1id-morning and mid-

afternoon rest periods. The unavoidable delay, caused by machine

breakdowns arid lack of materials with which to work, varied from U

to 64 per cent, depending upon the plant and operation studied. If
15 per cent unavoidable delay is taken as a practical ii1nimim, and

combined with the allowance for rest, the total non-productive time

becomes 20 per cent of the total work time. This procedure for

determining delay allowances has been used in similar studies.

(13, p.13)

It was necessary to isolate the variations in time to pack

different sizes of pears in order to obtain reliable estimates of

the polyethylene time for any specified pear size in the packing

operat&on. For example, it takes less time to pack a box of large

pears (size 80) than a box of smaller pears (size 120). In order

to determine the time difference due to packing in polyethylene,

the influence of any difference due to pear size imist be eliminated.

Enough observations were taken of both polyethylene and non-

polyethylene packing with different size fruit so that regression

analysis could be used to isolate the effects of polyethylene.



The polyethylene and non-polyethylene packing studios were given

the regression analyses separately. Then, to furnish more cases

for the non-polyethylene time estimates, the non-polyethylene

leruents of the liner packing data were includd with the original

Lonepolyethylene data for analysis This gave better estimates of

the time required to pack the extreme fruit sizes in the operation

not using the liner. Further details of the regresion analysis

are included in Appendix II.

The time requirements presented in the following chapter for

the different methods of handling poly affected by

several variable factors. Purposes of this study did not include

isolating the effect of these variables. This does not however,

affect the validity of the results. Observations of time require-

ments wore mwde during periods of capacity plant operation. This

minimized effects of the rate of fruit flow. Physical layout of

operation and organization of equipment and personnel are largely

inherent in the methods used Therefore, labor requirements

actuFliy include the effects of layout and organization variables.

Importance of differences in pace of workers was partly controlled

by including large numbers of workers. For example, over 175 dif-

ferent individuals were observed in the study of packing.

The time requirements usid are believed to be oloae estimates,

at least, of the actual labor requirements of the different methode

studied. Therefore, it is felt that they give a reliable indication
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of the re1atje merits of 4ethod I and Method Ii in the pre-pacldng

and packing operations and of the exhaustion and band-closing methods

ed in the post-packing operations.



CHA}I'R III

SULT5 OF TIME STtJDIS

of the time studies will be shown in the general ope

tional sequence followed by pear packing houses in using the

polyethylene liner, The results of pre-packing, packing, and poet-

packing studies wiU be discussed In that order. These duiscussions

wiU then be brought together by a presentation of the over-all

polyethylene labor requirements for each plant.

Pre-packing Operations

As previously noted, two general methods were observed in the

pre-packing operations of handling the polyethylene liner. In

Method I the liner was fitted in the box for the packer. The

plants using this method are desigflated as Plante A, 13, and C. In

Method Ii the liner was plaoad in the box for the packer, but the

element of fitting wa.s done by the packer. Plants 1), E, end F

used Method II.

Method I.

Plant A was the house to use nre than one

to perform the pre-packing operation. This plant used two

two men each for fitting the liner in the box before it reached UiS

packer.



Each team used an inexpensive mandrel, a fore constructed

facilitate fitting the liner in the box. One mamber of the team

obtained a liner from a nearby stockpile. He shook the bag to open

it and then brought it down over the mandrel. The second member of

the team placed a box over the liner-covered mandrel. He then puiled

the liner top back over the box sides, thus oanp].eting the fit. The

same man placed the lined box on a chute carrying the boxes to the

packing line, The average polyethylene time requirement for this

operation, as shown in Table 1, was .2 man minutes per box.

Table 1. Average Polyethylene Labor Requirements and Outputs
of Pear Packing Plants Employing Variations of
Method I of the Fre-packing Operation.

e requirements yer b' 1 Average output Average non-
Ave Rane .er man hour .roductivo time

man minutes boxes per cent

Includes productive pâlyethylene time only.

22

The pre-packing operatton in Plant A was the fastest variation

of Method I studied. Expressed in a different manner, Plant A's

output of 26]. boxes per man hour was the largest of all Method I

plants. This operation had the advantage of flexibility. One team

could be pulled out and put to work on another job when the packing

or boxua1dng rate slowed down. Fewer workers per team were needed

at this plant than for either Plants Bor C.

A .23 .14-.32 26]. 15
B .31 .28- .34 194 14
C .39 .35- .47 134 U
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Three workers were involved in the pre-.packing operation in

Plant B. Boxes were received from the bozmak.r on a roller conveyor.

Two workers were fully employed placing liners in the boxes. The

workers each picked up four or fire liners from a table a few feet

away and shook each one out. They fitted the liners in the boxes on

the conveyers and pulled the tops of the liners down over the box

sides. The lined boxes were then pushed down the conveyor to a third

worker who placed each box on an overhead monorail leading to the

packing line. This worker also adjusted any liners that were out of

place when received.

Table I ehows that this variation of the prepacking operation

required an average of .31 man minutes per box. The averagó output

per man hour was 194 boxes The time requirement could have been

reduced if the liners had been placed closer to the liner positioning

station.

Plant C used five operators in the pre-packing operation. Two

workers spent full time shaking end inserting liners. Each worker

picked up a liner from a stockpile nearby and filled it with air by

bringing the liner down suddenly from an overhead position. The air-

filled liner was placed in the box, which was niaved on a roller

conveyor to a team of two who folded the liner top down over the

sides of the box. One of these workers then pushed the lined box

along the conveyor to the fifth worker who placed the box on the

monorail. Frequently, this worker had to adjust a misplaced liner.
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This operation functioned smoothly, although the average labor

requirement was .39 man minutes per box, and the average output per

man hour was only 154 boxes. Too many operators probably caused the

comparatively slow time and low output. Better use of each operator

employed would have been possible if the liner shaking and inserting

jobs had been combined with the job of folding the liner top over

the box sides. At least one operator could then have been excluded

in this operation. Even so, the time requirement still would have

been greater than for Plant A.

Method 11.

e D, Z, and F used Method XI of the pre.pac1cing operation.

mt method the liner was merely shaken out and placed in the box

during the pre-packing operation The job element of positioning

the liner in the box was left for the packer to do in addition to

her regular packing duties She was paid an additional one-halt

cent per box for this job.

Plant B employed five wor4cere for the pre-packing operation.

Three of the workers were assigned to three chutes that transported

boxes for number one grade pears to the packing lines These

operators were responsible for taking the boxes off a conveyor belt

and either placing them on the chute or in a stockpile. They then

shook out and laid a liner in each box on the chute. The two remain-

trig workers were assigned to three chutes handling boxes for number

two grade fruit. Their functions were essentially the same as those
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for the other workers. However, the latter two laborers also were

responsible for distributing polyethylene liners to all chutes and

for janitorial work.

Table 2 shows that the average tine chargeable to the poiy-

ethylene elements of the pre-pacicing operation in Plant 1) was .13

man minutes per box. The average output was 462 boxes per man hour.

This plant used the least time and bad the greatest output of any of

the three plants using Method II.

In Plant , two operators, stationed in a balcony overlooking

the packing lines, kept a monorail filled with boxes for the packers.

When the plant packed fruit in the liners, these operators placed a

liner in each box as it was hung on an empty monorail hook. The

workers also were responsible for shaking out the liners before

placing them in the boxes.

The labor requirement attributable to the polyethylene elements

of this method, as shown in Table 2, waa .20 man minutes per box.

The output per man hour was 300 boxes. The slow pace of the workers

was a major factor in making the labor requirement as large a. it was.

Table 2. Average Polyethylene Labor Requirements and Outputs
of Pear Packing Plants Employing Variations of
Method II of the Pre-packing Operation.

Tine requirements r box Average output
man hour

Average non-
iroductive tinePlant Aver .e 1an e

D

E
F

.13
.20
.29

minutes

.09-.19
,l5-.32
.27-.32

boxes

462
300
207

per cent

20
64
34
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One laborer' could undoubte handle this op under many, but

not all, conditions. The indivisibility of human inputs, however,

would make a curt,aj].ment of the labor requirement in Plant

difficult.
Plant F had the highest average polyethylene labor requirement,

and, consequently, the lowest average output of all plants using

Method II The time was .29 man minutes per box, and the output was

207 boxes per man hour. This may, in part, be attributed to the

method of shaking out the liners The equivalent of one laborer

worked full time shaking the liners out and rolling them into

bundles before they were placed in the boxes The laborer observed

worked at an extremely slow pace. Two-thirds of the total poly-

ethylene time in this plant' a pro-packing operation was due to these

two work elements. In addition to this worker, a team of two workers

was employed full time to supply two packing lines with boxes When

the packing house packed in the liners, these workers placed a liner

from one of the prepared bundles in each box as it was sent down the

chute to the packing line It was felt that these workers could

easily add the liner shaking and roiling elements to their present

jobs and, thereby eliminate them as a preliminary job.

Pacldx!$ Oratic

Two job elementa were charged to the use of the polyethylene

liner in the packing operations. These elements wire,



Fittinj ! ___ This job element was

performed by th. packer in Method II plants only.

The packer took the liner from the box, shook it

positioned it in the box, and folded the top of the

liner down over the exterior of the box sides. This

completed the fitting, and the packer then proceeded

to pack fruit in the box1

Adjustments of the liner durtn packing. This job

consisted of rearranging the liner when it became

disheveled during the actual. packing of the fruit in

the box. Packers in both Method I and Method II plant.

made such adjustments.

The polyethylene labor requirements for the packing operations

were derived from tin. data gathered at the packing plants using

Method II. Therefore, the labor requirements given for the liner

adjustment element in Method I were actually calculated from data

taken in Method II plants Several studies ware made to determine

the liner adjustment time in Method I plants. The results of these

studies showed no significant difference for this time between

Method I and Method II plants.

The packing operation studies were design e d to include as

many different packers as possible. This was done to avoid intro-

ducing a bias canied by individual packer work-rate differenees

Over 175 different packers were included in the 48 studies made of

the liner and non-liner packing operations.
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Polyethylene liner time tended to vary inversely with size of

fruit, ranging from .29 man minutes per box for size s to .52 man

minutes per box for' size 180. This relationship may be seen in the

second coluni of Table 3. This relationship was not analyzed further,

but it is reasOnable to assume that it was due to the liner adjustmit

lsmsnt. This may be so because as fruit size decreases, the number

of pears packed p.r box increases. For instance, size 0 indicates

that eighty pears will ti a standard wood box; size 180 indicates

one hundred eighty pears will fill a standard wood box. Therefore,

packing one hundred eighty pears in a box affords a greater oppor-

tunity of distr'uWng the liner than eighty pears. As a result,

number of adjustments increase. Also there is the possibility Qf

the presence of a psychological factor. A packer may automatically

fall into a rhythmic time cycle of making liner adjustments. That

is, she may unconsciously adjust the liner once every twenty seconds

whether or not it is necessary. This, of course, would result in

an increased number oL adjustments made per box for the "a1 1 er'

fruit sizes.

In order to simp: the a' e time requixemen

for polyethylene liner during paciang calculated for

the aTerag. sized fruit. This amounted to 0.07 man minutes p.r box

for packer adjusting and 0.30 man minutes per box for fitting the

liner, or a total of 0.37 man minutes per box for a fruit size aver

ing slightly larger than 120.



Table 3 Labor Requirements to Pack Fruit and Handle Polyethylene 
Liners for Different Sizes of Winter Pears . 

Packing t Packing time per box 
'er 'ear No liner With liner 

utes man minute8 

Liner t 
box 

Includes only productive time. 

acking time per pear, as shown in the third co].uma in Table 3, 

was essentially a constant, although there was some tendency for this 

time to deorase as Ltz'u.it 8iae decreased. 

A coitparison of the times of liner and non-liner packing opera- 

tions also is shown in Table 3, The packing times given for the 

liner operation include the liner fitting and liner adjustment time, 

Results of this analysis show that the packing times for the non- 

liner operation increased a. size fruit decreased. The increasing 

time trend, however, i. lower than the same frend for the liner 

packing operation. The trends are presented graphically in Figure II. 
The heavy black line denotes the time trend for the non-liner pack- 

ing operation, end the dashed line shows the time trend for the 

operation when polyethylene is used The increasing spread between 

the two lines demonstrates the fact that the liner time, itself, 

BCi .29 .029 2.29 2.58 
90 .30 .028 2.48 2 78 
100 .32 ,027 2.69 3.01 
110 .33 .026 2.90 3.23 
120 .35 .026 3.12 3.47 
135 .38 .026 3.46 3.84 
150 .42 .025 3.82 4.24 
165 .47 .025 4.20 4.67 
180 .52 026 4.60 5.12 

number fruit man 
per box) 
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increased as fruit size decreased The trend for the non-liner

operation is substantiated by a jin1 lar study made by French in

California. (5, p.5)

Packers are paid on a piece-rate basis at the same rate per box

regardless of fruit size. In vlew of the packing study results, show-

ing lees time required to pack large fruit sizes, it may appear that

those packers who have large pears to work with have art unfair

advantage over the other packers However, all packing plants have

a prescribed rotation system that gives the packers an equal

opportunity to pack the large fruit s&zes. Essentially this syst.

allows each packer a definite period of time to pack any given

size. At the end of this period, the worker shifts to the next

fruit size station. Another packer rotates to the first paokerta

original position, and so on, until all packers have packed at each

fruit size station, Then the rotation begins again.

The packing times listed in Table 3 however, provide a basis

for those packing house operators who wish tO change this rate of

pay to packers to one based upon fruit size. Also this same informa-

tion might be used in adjusting the rate of dumping in order to

equalize this rate with the packing capacity of the plant.

Post-packing Operations

The poet-packing operations consisted of closing the poly-

ethylene liner after the pears had been packed. Two methods of

performing this operation were observed. Four plants used vacuuming
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equipment to exhaust the air from the liner. These machines consisted

of tubes connected to pipes leading to a central vacuum container.

The exhausted liners were sealed 4th tape or wire ties. Two plants

used a simple procedure of hand-folding the liner over the pears

without previously reiiovi.ng any air from the pack No attempt was

made to seal the liners in these plants. The labor requirements and

outputs of the post-packing operations c>f each plant are presented

in Table 4.

Table 4, Average Polyethylene Labor Requirements and Outputs
of Different Methods Used by Fear Packing Plants in
the Post-packing Operation.j

0
minutes per b

.39 .56

Times include average productive polyethylene timi only, The
average per cent non-productive time for each plant was: Plant B,
40%; Plant C, 30%; Plant A, 22%; Plant F, 22%; Plant D, 18%,
Plant Z, 17%.

The man minutes per box shown in Table 4. varied as follows:
Plant B, .27-.31; Plant C, .22-.59; flant A, ,30-.47; Plant F,
.52-.61; Plant D, (close liner) ,28-.46; Plant E, (close liner)
.15-ZL. The range for the tucking element for Plants I) and E
was .l5-.,22.

Close liner
by hand .35 .18

Thek liner
in box .20

Total time .30 .35 .39 .56 .55 .38

boxes per man hour
Output 200 172. 154 107 109



Exhaust machines were used by p: A, B, C, and P. Chie

exhaust unit, operated by two workers, handled the post-packing

operation for all lines in Plant B. Chie worker received the boxes

from the packing lines, clasped the liner around the exhaustion tube,

and moved the box to the socond worker. He then sealed the liner

with tape and pushed the box down the conveyor to the weighing

station, The labor requirement for the liner elements of this

operation was .30 man minutes per box, the least tim. for all plants

using the exhaust machines. The output per man hour was 200 boxes.

Since the entire plant output went through one exhaust unit, the

rate of boxes received from all packing lines was considerably faster

than the rate in the plants using more exhaust units per packing

Plant C bad six ex azita, or stations, to handle the entire

output of the house. er received the packed boxes from the

packing line, clasped tho liner top around the exhaustion tube, and

tied the top of the air-depleted liner with a wire tie. The

operator then moved the boxes on a roller conveyor toward the

weighing and lidding station. The polyethylene elements of this

operation required .35 man minutes per box. The output was 171

boxes per man hour. A comparatively s].ow rate d' boxes from the

packing Line for each of the machines may have caused this time to

be higher than it each machine had been more fully utilized.

Undoubtedly fewer exhaust machines could handle the entire plant

output. However, it would be necessary to re-locate existing
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Conveyor and receiving facilities before the boxes from all packing

lines could be funneled to less than the six exhaust machines used.

In Plant A, three crews of two operators each carried out the

postpacking handling of the polyethylene liner. One operator for

each crew received the packed boxes from the packing line, pulled

up the aides of the liner, and fitted the liner top around the

exhaust tube The second operator wrapped a wire tie around the

top of the exhausted liner and moved the box on the conveyor to thó

weighing station. The labor requirement for this operation was

.39 man minutes per box, and the output was 154 boxes per man hour.

At this plant thó use of two operators per machine and one machine

for each packing line reduced the number of packed boxes handled

by each worker. This organisat ion of equipment and personnel

increased the labor requirement per box.

In Plant ?, exhaust machines mounted on portable tables wcre

used for the post-packing haniIing of polyethylene. Two workers

at each of two tables were employed to exhaust the output of one

packing line. At each table one worker received the boxes from the

packing line, pulled up the liner sides and exhausted the air. He

then twisted the liner top to prevent the air escaping. At this

point the second worker received the box and taped down the twisted

top.

Again It appeared a case of too many workers for the rate of

fruit caused a comparatively high time requirement of .56

minute. per box for this method. It would have been possible to



reduce the number of crews, and, thus, reduce the time requirement.

Another factor that contributed to the high requirement was the

1 imi ted vacuuming capacity of the exhaust machines Ontput at this

plant averaged 107 bxes p.r man hour.

The tape used to close the liners in Plants B and F proved

ineffective as a means of maintaining a tight seal. However, the

necessity of a tight seal to Increase storage life and preserve

fruIt quality has yet to be definitely established This point is

further discussed later in this chapter.

In plants I) and Z operators pulled up and folded the liner over

the top of the pears in each box. A pear was placid on top of the

fold to keep the liner closed until the box was lidded. One worker

then moved the boxes to the weighing station Four workers per-

formed this operation in Plant I), while only two workers

required in Plant E.

In these plants no air was taken fron the boxes before tJ

folding procedure. This caused the liners to bulge out between the

side 8lats of the boxes when lidded. Each plant used a team of two

workers to tuck the liner back in the box after it had gone through

the lidding machine. The workers used rubber bowi. scrapers to

perform this job.

Table 4 shows the post.-packing tine for Plant was .38

minutes per box. The tine for Plant D was .55 man minutes per box.

In both plants .20 man minutes per box was chargeable to the liner

tucking element The difference between the total post-packing



operation time requLrements of the two plants can be partially

explained by the use of four operators in Plant 0. Probably the

slower rats of boxes troi the packing line in Plant D also con-

tributed to the higher labor requirement per box in this plant.

The liner tucking element accounted for the relatively high

labor requirements of the post-packing operations of these two

plants as compared with the plants using the exhaust machines.

Summary Liner Operations

Table 5 indicates that all three plants that fit the liner in

the box for the packer (Method I) average less polyethylene time par

box in the pre-packing and packing operations than the plants using

Method ii.

Table 5, Average Polyethylene Labor Requirements of Different
Methods Used in the Pro-packing and Packing Operations.

0

Pre-packing
operation

Packing
operation
(For 120
size fruit

Polyethylene
element

Preparation of
: liners for packer

fitting

Fitting liners
for packer .23 .3]. .39

Fitting liner
packer

Qperst onal
Method I
Plants

B

at ** U

.30

Method II
Plants

D E
es per box

36

.13 .20 .29

.30
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This results from the fact that the Method I e able to

combine the liner preparation an liner fitting elements into one

job, This allowed better us. of each worker's potential in the

pre-paoking operation.

A comparison of the labor requirements of the two methods

indicate that those plants in which the packers fit the liner in

the box would benefit by changing to Method I. However, Method I

requires additional floor space for the pre-packing operation.

Although the three Method 11 plants studied could readily adjust

their plant layouts to incorporate Method I, some snd1er plants in

the packing industry not included in this study might encounter

difficulties in this respect. Therefore, despite the advantages of

Method I, these plants may find Method II more feasible.

Table 6 shows that Plants A, B, and C also had the most

efficient poet-packing operations. Although these were the plants

using Method I of the pre-packing and packing operations, the

efficiency of their post-packing operations was not related to the

method used in the two previous operations.



Product: 
polyethylene 

elements 

Table 6. Average Polyethylene Labor Requirements of Diffe 
Methods Used in the Post-packing Operations. 

Sour ceTable 5. 

Although ustion method of liner closing has a definite 

labor requirement advantage over the hand-folding method, the 

comparative effect of the two procedures on changes in fruit qualit7 

during storage may prove to be a more important deterniinant of the 

most efficient closing systai to use. The pear industry suffered 

losses during the 1954-55 marketing season because some pears packed 

in polyethylene deteriorated in quality as the storage period pro- 

gressed Some packing house operators believe that this was caused 

by the use of a tight exhaustion and sealing method during the 

packing season. On the other hand, Gerhardt has shown that the 

haxtd-folding method affords the fruit only slightly more protection 

from quality losses than if it mere not packed in polyethylene. He 

indicated that a tight seal seems to be necessary if an effecti 

Hand close liner .35 
Tuck liner .20 

Pre-packing and 
packing time& .30 .38 .50 .57 .66 
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concentration of carbon dioxide is to be accumulated. (6, p.25)

The presence of a low concentration of carbon dioxide, but higher

than present in the non-liner pack, is important in retarding the

metabolism of the fruit. Some degree of exhaustion is undoubtedly

beneficial in protecting the liner from puncture during the lidding

process and storage period,

The total polyethylene times included at the bottom of Table 6

illustrate the accumulative labor requirement advantage Plants A,

B, and C had over Plants D, E, and F. As it happened, plants using

Method I also used the less time consuming method of closing the

liner.



CHA?ER IV

SOME IMPLICATIONS OF TIME STUDY

The results presented and discussed

showed a decided advantage for Method I as it related to the labor

requirements for inserting polyethylene liners. However, labor used

directly on polyethylene is not the only consideration that the pear

industry mist take into account in management decisions relating

to the use of this new container material. Others include:

Effect of polyethylene on plant capacity, output, and costs.

Price differentials receivod for the polyethylen, pack.

Effects of an increased efficiency on producers and

consumers.

onsideratone will be discussed in this chapter.

Effect of Poletby1ene on Plant Capacity, Output, and Costs

The increasing use of polyethylene liners in the pear industry

brings with it problems of internal plant adjustment that management

must solve. One important problem recognised by manaenent is the

limited capacity of the existing plants to handle more packers than

presently employed for the non-liner packing operations.

To present this problem clearly, the number of packers required

to pack daily volumes of 2500, 5000, arid 7500 boxes was determined

for the non-liner and the two methods of polyethylene liner packing

pre chapter
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operations. These volumes were representative of the plants studied.

It was assumed that the plants employed the maximum number of packers

their facilities would p.rsit. Indications of manageiaent were that

this assumption was valid. It was further assumed that the estimated

daily net working time for each packer was 384 minutes This figure

was based on a total possible working time of 480 minutes (an eight-

hour working day). From thiswas subtracted a normal aUowance of

20 p.r cent for rest periods and unavoidable delay. (13, p.l3) The

packing times used in this analysis were based on data taken in the

study and included all. activities of the packer for packing size 120

fruit.
Results of this analysis, presented in Table 7, show that the

two liner methods requir. more packers per plant than the non-liner

operation to maintain any given volume With the number of packers

already at a mwvimio, the use of polyethylene liners will bring about

a decrease in th. rate of plant output with the existing plant

facilities and layout.

Table 7. Jetimated Packing Time, Output per Packer, and
Packers Required for Three Types of Packing
Operations. (Size 120 Fruit)

Packing
operation

Packing time Daily output
per box per packer
(man minutes) (packed boxes)

Packers required for
daily volume of

5bO 5000 7500
boxes boxes boxes

Non-liner 3.48 110.3 22.7 45.3 68
Liner (Method x) 3,55 108,2 23.1 46.2 69.3
Liner (Method II) 3.85 99..? 25.1 50.2 75.2



This, then, points up the prcbletn of the choice of mett

management has if the polyethylen, liner is to be used, under the

condition that the number of packers working in a plant at any one

tin. is limited.

It is now apparent that the use of the pear industry

will increase. Hence, management is intere a alternatives

available to deal with the problem brought on by limited plant

capacity. These Alternatives include: (a) decreasing plant output,

(b) increasing plant size, and (c) lengthening the packing season.

Decreasing present plant output appears to be improbable in

both the short and long run. The production of pears is not euffici-

ently flexible in the short run, and it is not probable that they

Will be left unpacked once they are produced. The demand for pears

is not likely to diminish over the long run, and it would not be in

the interests of the pear industry to reduce the volume of pears

shipped to market. If individual plants were to cut their outputs,

the excess would undoubtedly go to other packing houses for process-

ing. This could only financially weaken the plants that reduced

their capacities.

The second alternative - increasing plant capacity is more

acceptable. However, it is doubtful it this could be done for most

plants in less than two or three years. Probably it will eventually

take place in moat plants, at least to some exbent.

A lengthened packing season is another possibility of maintain-

ing the annual plant output when polyethylene is used, However,



whether this is feasible depends upon the effect of delaying the

harvest of th. pears on fru1t quality. To maintain optixmim quality

in storage pears naiat be picked at a certain stage of maturity.

Within a few hours after picking they must be placed in cold storage

to inhibit further ripening of the fruit.

In view of the alternatives, it is reasonable to expect manage-

ment to favor !4ethod I as a system for the pre-packing and packing

operation.. This, as has been previously pointed out, may not by

the immediate reaction in plants whose present facilities can not

accomodate the Method I operation.

To give a more substantial basis for choosing the bea

of handling polyethylene, and to demonstrate the practical signifi-

cance of the time differences presented in Table 5, labor costs were

applied to determine the Mitiona1 labor cost of each method. A

comparison of these costs is given in Table g1

Table 8. Additional Labor Costs of Different Methods of
Using the Polyethylene Liner in the Pre-packing
and Packing Operationa.

per box
Pre-packing operation .6 .6
Packing operation - -
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F
per box

5 .7

ludea cost of the ri
andard delay allowance of

th Actual premiwna paid to pack

de
per cent of

by all Meth

by using the
)lyethylene tine.

1 plants.

Total costs 1.0 1.2



The labor coat figures for the pre-packing operations are based

on an average hourly wage of $3.20.. This wage represents a range of

$1.15 to $1.22 paid by all packing houses in the Med.tord district in

1955 for workers in these operations.

In all plant. using Method II, where the liner is fitted by the

packer, a one-half cent premium per box was paid for packing. Packers

in Method I plants were not paid a premium for their time spent

adjusting the liner during the packing operation. However, the one-

half cent premium paid by Method II plants did not entirely compensate

for the time spent by the packer in handling the liner. Nearly one

and one-half cents would have been necessary to compensate for the

added time. Packers may recognise this fact and bargain with plant

management for an addd premium when lining the boxes Ii this is
realized, the difference between methods in Table will be even

greater.

The results of the labor coat application indicate that those

plants using the method of fitting the liner for the packer (Method

I) have a labor cost advantage over those plants using Method U.

The advantage 'is a substantial one. If this method were adopted on

an industry-wide basis, it could effect annual savings of several

thousands of dollars in labor expense.

Another point to be considered by management relates to the

effect of the lining method on fixed coats. Packing plants hire a

considerable amount of hourly-wage labor. Although some of this

labor is necessary only when the plants pack in polyethylene, all
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of the workers must be retained on a. full tine basis throughout the

packing season in order to assure an adequate labor force when needed,

The principal reason for this situation may be found in. the fact that

pears received from the oroharde in any one day vary greatly in

quality, Plant managers indicated that they attempt to pack only

good, sound fruit in the polyethylene liner. Therefore, in order

to get al]. fruit quickly into cold storage, plantó are forced to put

up both polyety1ene and non-liner packs within the esias week or,

frequently, within the same day. Hence, all of the hourly-wage

labor represent short run fixed costs regardless of the type of pack

or the resulting output. Other fixed costs would include machinery

and building repair and depreciation, management, administration,

and other overhead costs.

Total packing plant costs before storage have been estimated at

l.50 per box. (10, p.3) Indications from several industry sources

would place the variable portion of this cost at about l.l5, leaving

$.35 as the tixed coat per box. Assuming these figures apply to a

plant With a daily output of 7500 boxes when the liner is not used,

and using the figures in rable 7 as a basis for determining the amoun

this output is decreased when i(ethod I and (ethod II of the liner

paoking operation are used, an inverse relationship between fixed

coats per box and plant output can be derived. This relationship is

demonstrated in Table 9,



Table 9. Cosparison of Fixed Costs per Box and Plant Output for
the Non-liner Packing Operation and for Two Methods of
the Liner Packing Operation.
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packed boxes cents per box per cent increase

Table 9 indicates that fixed cost. increase by ten per cent when

Method II is used, Tlz. absolute fixed cost figures are based

limited available data. They are presented only as a rough approxi-

mation of these true costs for a 7500 box plant volume. However,

the relationships derived from them are believed to be fairly

accurate estimates of the existing differences among the three

tug operations.

The foregoing discussion indicates that an immediate solution

to the problem of a declining output when polyethylene liners are

used is to resort to the Method I variation of the pre-paold' and

packing operations. This is an especially useful method for those

plants whose present facilities will not allow any substantial

increase in the number of packers emplQyed. This thod, in which

the liner fitting element is done for the packers, allows them to

pack appro4iist.ly the same number of boxes per day as they would if

polyethylene was not being used. The only added woi4c is the un

adjustment element. This takes relatively little tiii.. Method I

Non-liner 7500 35
Liner (Method I) 7358 35.7 2,0
Liner (Method II) 6780 38.7 10.6

Packing ration Plant output Fixed costs
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not only does not require any significant increase in the number of

packers to maintain a given plant output, but also, as shown in

Table , averages one-half cent less in tóran of additional labor

coats per box than Method II. In addition to these advantages, the

fixed cost-output relationship favors Method I over Method II.

The additional labor coats of using polyethylene in the poøt-

packing operation showed a tendency to favor the plants that sxhauøtsd

and sealed the liner. The average additional cost of these plan

was .9# per box, as compared to 1.1* per box additional for the plants

using the folding method.

Frau the preceding analysis, it follows that any method that

pennits total daily output to be maintained or increased Is to be

desired. This is true as long as the selling price per box is

greater than the variable cost per box. Total fixed coats per day

remain the same. Therefore, if the selling price per box is greatsr

than the variabl, coats per box - wheh is constant - it is to the

packing house operator's advantage to increase daily output as much

as possible within the 1(iiita of a given plant size.

Consideration of Other Costs Involved in Usin& Polyethylene

plants studied the only signifiotit variable cost of

using the polyethylene liner for packing, other than the variable

labor cota already considered, was the material cost of the liner.

This cost amounted to about eight or nine cents each for all plants.
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The coat of receiving and stor.tn liners and the cost of equip-

mont installed to facilitate han the liners we considered

negU.gible.

Additional Prices Received for Peas Packed in Polyethylene

Trade sources indicet. that the ).bor and material costs of

packing pears in polyethylene liners can be estimated to range from

ten to fifteen cents higher per box, regardless of the method of

using polyethylene, than for non-liner packing.

Management is, of course, interested in the market preiniwu paid

for liner packed pears In order to develop information concerning

the differential between prices paid for liner and non-liner packed

pears, a comparative analysis was wade of the prices paid for these

two types of pack shipped from the Medtord district to the New York

auction market for two marketing seasons. The data for the analysis

was taken from daily auction market reports covering the period from

January 1, 1954 to October 15, 1955. The analysis was 14mted to the

five most eowaon sites of the Anjou and Bose varieties of winter

pears These are the two most important Oregon varieties packed in

liners.

Table 10 ehce that the average differential for Anjou pears

ranged from .4.55 to $2.4 per box in 1954 and from t.22 to .59 per

box in 1955.



Table LO. Average Differentials Paid for Oregon U.S. No. 1 Anjou
Pears Packed in Polyethylenó Liners on the New !or4c
Auctton Market in 1954 and 1955.

1954
February
March
April
May

1955
January
February
March
April
May

-Size--
100 120 1 16 :Aver

(dollars per box,
-.31

.53

.90 1.21
2.43 t 2.84

6
.20 .20
.21 .19

.59 .42 .72
.78 .33 .73

-.55
.46
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The average price paid for the polyethylene packed pears in the

month of February, 1954, was $.55 loss per box than for the non-

liner pack. This may be ascribed to the fact that the first signif-

icant quantity of pears packed in liners arrived on the New tórk

auction market during that month. Auction buyers frequently will

discount any innovations in packaging methods until convinced of

their merits. (2, p.13) The prices paid for the pears in succeeding

months, however, indicates not only their final acceptance of poi.y-

ethylene as a packing medium, but also their preference for it.

It is significant to note that the differential widens as the

marketing season progresses during both years This trend attests

to the superiority of the liner in maintaining fruit quality for a

long period of time, This is not necessarily precluded by a

2 -.62 -.73 -.38
.52 .36 .46 .42

1.27 1.30 1.32 1.25
2.40 3,17 3.10 3.13.

.52 .22
17 28

.20 .28
.31

.72 .59



possibility of ove ion of the value of the pears packed in

the liner in the months of April and May, 1954.

The differential wa.s considerably less in 3.955 than for' every

corresponding month in 1954. creasing volume of liner-packed

pears in 1955 is possibly the cause of this. Coiaparative figures

for the MedZoz'd district alone are not available for the two year's,

but for the three Pacific Coast states the volume of winter pears

commercially packed and shipped in polyethylene increased from 300,000

boxes in. l953-.54 to almost one million boxes in the 1954.55 season.

(6, p.26) Preliminary figures indicate that the volume packed in

polyethylene in. the 1955-56 season will double that of the preceding

season. (22, p.1) The extent of the effect of future increases In

the marketing of liner packed pears on the price differentIal is a

matter of speculation. l4owever, the pear' industry feels that the

advantages of polyethylene in. maintaining fruit quality and in

lengthening the marketing season will continue to Induce the market

to pay a premium at least adequate to cover the additional costs

incurred in packing.

A similar analysis for the Bosc variety tends to substantiate

the results found for the Anions. Lack of data, due to insufficient

and irregular shipnenta of this variety, hinders a more thorough

analysts. The summary table of differentials paid for Bosc pears

packed in polyethylene is included in Appendix III.



Benefits of Increased fficiency in the Packin House

Any increase in technological efficiency, and the consequent

reduction of costs implied, that may result from using different

methods of handling polyethylene in th. packing house hould con-

tribute to improved positions for two affected groupspear producers

and consumers,

The estent to which any benefits of reduced ma*etthg costs of

pears are shared by the two groups is determined by the character'-

istica of the supply and demand functions for that product. It the

supply and demand funotton have equal elasticities, producers and

consumers shar. equally in the benefits. (4, p.408) However, as in

the case of moat farm products, the supply function for pears is lees

elastic than the demand function in the short run. That is, the

supply of pears is less responsive to a given price change than is

the demand for pears This is especially significant in the case of

pears grown in the Medford diatri, Hortioultuzalists estimate

eight to twelve years are required for new plantings of the important

varieties packed polyethylene to bear in commercial quantities

With the supply-demand relationship in mind, it may be reasoned

that a firm which has minimized its oost$, under the new packing

conditions, to gain a competitive advantage in the industry will

attempt to increase the volume of pears it receives from producers

to maximize its returns. To do this, prices to producers for an

existing supply, which cannot be expanded In the short run, will be
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bid up through a competitive process. Theoretically, firma that have

reduced their coats will be able to pay better prices to th producers

without raising prices to the market. Producers will, therefore,

receive nvat of the benefits of a marketing coat reduction in the

short run.

With particular reference to the Medlord pear industry, the pear

producers may not ima.diately receive the benefits derived from a

cost reduction because the plants beat able to bid for a larger

voiwne of pears are presently handling capacity voiwses. However,

there is no reason to believe that the analysis still does not apply

within the span of the short run. Plante will be able to expand

facilities within two or three years.

In the long run, here defined as starting after a sufficient

period for new fruit trees to begin bearing marketable fruit in

commercial quantiti.s, the supply function may become relatively less

inelastic than the demand functjon, assuming that other variables

remain constant. Then, in order to clear th. market of an in

creased production of pears, prices will have to be lowered to the

consumer. Hence, the long run beneficiary of a marketing coat

reduction may well be th. ultimate consumer. (4, p.408)

The interest of the pear industry in the effeot increased

efficiency ha upon the producer should be obvious, especially

the producers are considered an integral part of the induet

packing plants, in fact, own and operate their own orchards.

any case, the packing plants work closely with the farmers in



production problems such as fertilizer and spray applications,

quality- development, and timeliness of harvest. They are, to a large

extent, dependent upon the producer for the high quality fruit i

essary for their success.

The interest of the industry in the ultimate effects of

efficiency upon the consumer may be more obscure. However, the

progressive, top-level management, at least, realizes the importance

of consumer reaction to its product. This reaction is conditioned

by both price and quality. How the ultimate consumer reacts to

these product characteristics will definitely affect the industry

effort to maintain ox' improve its present position in the market

place.
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SUNMART ANt) CONCLUSION

This study was mad. at the request of representatives of Oregon'

pear industry to provide a baais upon which efficient, low-cost

methods of handling polyethylene liners in pear packing houses could

be developed. Tb. objectives of the study were (1) to d.t.rmine the

time requirements of different methods of using polyethylene in pear

packing houesa, (2) to i'ecoend efficient handling methods for the

liner, and (3) to appraise the economic implications of this

technological development.

To accomplish thes, objectives, time studies were made of the

labor requirements of polyethylene liner handling metbode in six

plants in the Jed.ford area. The operations studied were the only

ones employing a significant amount of labor directly attributable

to the polyethylene liner. Two general methods of the p1's-packing

and packing operations and two methods of the post-packing opera-

tions were included in the study. Method I end Method II were used

to insert the liner in the former operations. The exhaustion and

bend folding methods of closing the lire r were observed in the post-

packing operation.

The work sampling technique was used to collect the labor time

data. This technique enables th. taking of a comparatively large

number of observations on several workers simultaneously. Packing

operation data was subjected to regression analyses to determine the



labor requirements of packing different sizes of peal's, as well as

the labor requirements of the polyethylene elements of this operation.

It was concluded that Method I required the least amount of

labor of the two methods studied in the pre-packing and packing

operations. The liner fitting and liner preparation elements were

combined in the Method I plants. Therefore, better use of each

worker' 8 potential in both the pro-packing and packing operation.

was realized. Also the use of Mothod I permitted a higher rate of

output of packed fruit per plant than dId Method II Plant facility,

output, and coat criteria all favored the adoption of Method I over

Method II. However, some plants might not be able to adopt Method I

iisn.diately because of the physical limitation. of their facilities.

The exhaustion method of liner closing showed a labor require-

merit advantage over the hand closing method. Whether the exhaustion

method will gain wide spread adoption by the lndustzy will depend

upon the comparative effeóts of a tight or loose seal upon fruit

quality and its storage life.

A price differential analysis was made to determine the

premium paid for pears packed in the polyethylene liner. This

analysis showed that buyers definitely ored the liner packed pears.

The premium paid for these pears amounts to more than the additional

coats incurred in packing in polyethylene. The differential widens

as the marketing season progresses, attesting to the quality-

sustaining characteristics of the liner.
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Plant

A

B Shake and insert liner
Move box
Adjust Uxier

D Get liner
Shake and place liner

in box

ake and place liner
in box

Shake liner
Roll liners
Place liner in box
Get liner supplies
Handle liner
Box handling due to

liner

APPENDIX I

LIST OP JOB ELMNTS MEASUR

packing operatjon:

Productive liner
elemente

Shake liner and pull
on mandril

Put box on ntandril
Put box on belt

Shake and insert liner
Fold liner over box
Adjust liner
Change stations

Productive non
liner elements

Get box
Place box on chute

Hang boxes on
monorail

Place box on chute
Stockpile boxes
Line boxes with

cardboard
Push boxea down

chute
Move station

Hand and adjust
boxes on hook

Get boxes

Handle boxes
Push boxes down

chute
Move station

Wait

Nonproductive
elements

Wait



Poabpackin operation

B Exhaust liner
Tape liner

Exhaust liner
Te linez

D Close liner
Move box
Change stationt
Tuck liner

Close liner
Move box
Change station
Tuck liner

Exhaust liner
Move box
Tape liner

Packing oeratjons:

Operation Pol
Non-J.iner (non.)

Liner (Method I)

Liner (Method II) Position
Adjust liner

Productive non-
liner elemets

(n

(none)

ene elements

in box

Non-productive
elements

Get box
Pack box
Dispose box
Miscellaneous

Get box
Pack box
Dispose box
Misce1laneous

Miscellaneous elements include stamp box, get wraps, an4 iYe
station,

59

Non-polyethylene elements
Get box
Pack box
Dispose box
Miscellaneous

A Exhaust liner }Land.le boxes Wait
Move box
Tie liner

Product iv liner
elements



APPENDIX U 

DETAILS OF ThE REGRESSION ANALYSIS 

The method of analysis used in thIs study to determine the tii 

requirements to pack different size pears was an improvement develop- 

ed. by R. A. Fisher in 1924 on the then existing multiple correlation 

methods used to handle comprehensive analyses involving several 

variables. (7, p.6) 

Essentially the method, as used here, consists of setting up an 

equation of the form, 

YA1X1 + AX2 + A3X3 + A414 + AX5 + A6X6 + A7Z7 + A8X8 + A9X9.(l) 

this equation: 

Y represents the tot minutes of packing time for an mdi 

dual study, 

A1 to A9 represent man minutes per box of each of th 

sizes, 

to 19 represent the number of boxes packed of 

associated with the accompanying A valu 

That is, 11 represents the number of boxes of size 80 fr 
12 the number of boxes of size 90 fr4t packed, and so on to 19, which 

represents the number of boxes of size 180 fruit packed. Then each 

Fisher developed the improvement in connection with his study of 
the effect of precipitation in wheat yields at Rothaxasted, &tg].and. 

This study was entitled, The Influence of Rainfall on the Yield 
Wheat at Rothameted. It may be found in the following reference: 

. 
(London) Phil. Trans. Ser. B, 213-89-142. 

packed, 



of the corresponding constants, A1, A2,----A9, represent 1 net

effect of a particular fruit size upon the final total man minutes

(r). Then it can be said that any A value is a function of the

corresponding fruit size,

It was assumed that this function was a simple relationship,

expressable as a acond degree po]jnomii This being the case, the

numerical YSluls of the constants øould be represented by an alge-

braic expression in which the independent variable is the fruit size.

(7, pp.6-7) Under the assumption that this relationship was a second

degree polynomial, the general equation was written

where Aj equals man minutes p.r box of a particular fruit size, Wj

equals a fruit size, and the b's are constants to be determined. The

b2 value was found non-significant at the five per cent level.

would indicate that A is a linear function of fruit size,

A system of equations was then set up from the general eqt

(2) by letting w (size fruit) take the values 80, 90, 100, 110, 120,

335, 150, 165, and 1t. However, to simplify the calculations thae

values were coded in the following maimer:

Stze fruit (i

b0 + bw + b2w

Coded values
-40

90 -30
100
110 -10
120 0
135 15
150 30
165 45
180 60



A9 : b0 + b1W9 + b2 3.117 + .0223(60) + 000041(60)2 -

The fins). numerical quantities arrived at in this system can be

substituted for the constants in equation (1). However, for purposes

of this study, this step was not necessary.

The quantities computed in equation (3) were derived from pack-

ing data that inc:Luded data from the non-polyethylen, elements of

twenty-four liner packing operation studies as well as the data from

twenty-tour non-liner packing operation studies These quantities

are used as estimates of the packing tines of the nine fruit sizes

for the non-liner packing operation.

To determine the additional amount of time a packer needed to

perform the polyethylene elements of the packing operation, the same

multiple correlation method was used on data obtained from the studies

taken of the liner packing operations only. The A values were first

The final for of the nin, equations used to det,r*tne the A

values was:

b0 4 b1w1 + b2 2
7 4 .0223(40) + .O0O04l(40Y 2.29

A2 b0 + b1w2 + b2w g .117 + .0223(30) 4 ,000O41(3O)2: 2.4

A3 : b0 + b1w3 + b2w 117 + .0223(20) + .O0OO4l(2O)2: 2.69

A4:bo+b1w4+b2w3,U7f .0223(-l0) + .oOoo41(-io) 2.90

A5 : b0 + b1w5 + b2W: 3.U7 + .0223( 0 ) + 000041( )2 ,
A6 : b0 + b1w6 + b2w: 3.117 + .0223(15) f .000041( 15)2: 3.46

.:b0+b1w7+b2w3,U7+ .0223(30) f .000041( 30) 3.82

A8:b0+biwg+b2w3.U7+ .0223(45) + 000l( 45)2: 4.20
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determined from the data which included the polyethylene elemen

Then the A values were determined from the data excluding the po

ethylene alesents The difterence between any two A values represent-

ing the same fruit size are attributed to the polyethylene elements

of the packing operation These differences served as the tee

of the time requfrements of the polyethylene liner in the pack

operation. The A values and the differences attributed to the

polyethylene elements are suiauarized as follows:

Fruit
ize

Including
polyethylene
elements

Excluding
polyethylene
elements

Difference
(attributable to
liner elements)

minutes per box
80 2.14 1.85 .29
90 2.54 2.23 .31
100 2.91 2.23 32
110 3.26 2.93 .33
120 3.58 323 .35
135 4.02 364 .38
150 4.40 3.98
165 4,73 4.26 .47
180 5.00 4.48 .52

The confidence intervals of the pa imes for each fruit

size in the non-liner packing operation .80 determined, The

general equation used was,

V(A)u1V(b0)f wV(b2)+ wtV(b3)+ wCov(b1b2)+ wCov(b

wCov(b2b3) (4)

where V and Coy represent, respectively, the variance or covariance

of the assoóiated terms in parentheses, Aj represents the packing

time (men minutes per box) of a particular fruit size, and wj



z'epres

where the b,c,

the coded value of a particular fruit size.

uabion (4), then,
2CUe
2

2

values are constants to be evaluated from the

raw etudy data. From squat (4) th. standard deviation of each A

was determined and used in the Inequality,

,5(Aj) less than A. 51

where the t05 value with 45 degrees of freedom is 2.0)4

represents the standard deviation of a particular A value.

This inequality was used to determine the confidence interva

of the packing times (A values) of each of the nine fruit sizes,

These intervals ax's;

SiSS fruit confidence interval
(man minuts per box

1.8172 - 2.763080
2.1671 - 2.801990

100 2.4492 - 2.9250
2.6713 - 3.1247110
2.7842 - 3.3600120
3.1955 * 3.7267335

150 3.5077 - 4.1397
165 3.7255 - 4.6841

3.8202 - 5.3888180

Cov(b1b2)

Cov(b1b2)

Cov(b2b3)

2332

2
°23



Month
9
January
Febraary

APPMDIX XII

RESULTS OF BOSO PRICE DI1'FRENTIAL ANALYSIS

Table U Average Differentials Paid tor Oregon U.S Jo
Pears Packed in Polyethylene Liners on the New York
Auction Market in 1954 and 1955.

100
doUars

16 A

65

.47

.54

1955
January .21
February .18
March .94

.11

.52 .53 .52 .30

.29 .10 .0k m.lO :

.19 .09 .15 .13 :

.96 1.18 1.32 1.42 :




